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HOTELLO INNOVATES WITH
ELECTRONIC KIOSKS
SUBMITTED BY:

Hotello is at the cutting edge of the latest
technological innovations since, for the last
few months, it’s been offering integration
with Ariane Systems, the world’s leading
electronic kiosk solution. This integration
expedites and simplifies the guest checkin and check-out process; guests can now
register, pay for their stay and collect their
key directly from a self-service terminal.
OFFERING A TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY
GUEST EXPERIENCE
The new 269-room Hotel Monville located
in downtown Montréal is the first hotel in
the country to offer its guests this
technology.
Ariane Systems also offers an online
registration option. While still in the
development phase, it will soon be
available to Hotel Monville guests, who’ll
be able to check-in and check-out using

mobile phone or any other device
connected to the Internet.
A MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENT
The Hotello and Ariane Systems
integration is a major technological
advance in the hotel industry. Before Hotel
Monville opened its doors, electronic
check-in via a terminal or online, though
well known in other areas of the world,
was without precedent in this country.
The reason for this is the hospitality
industry’s high quality standards as well as
the many elements to consider to ensure
an outstanding guest experience in the
absence of traditional human interaction.
Indeed, one of the challenges was to
maintain a fast and efficient experience for
the client while ensuring that, after their
check-in, they received all the necessary
information regarding their stay. Also,

guests can book a room directly from a
self-service terminal any time of the day or
night. It’s also possible to accept the hotel’s
rules and pre-authorize credit cards for
room payments.
To ensure a leading-edge guest
experience, Hotello needed
to integrate with several providers:
Desjardins’ Monetico was responsible for
standalone payments, Saflok took care of
key distribution and Hotello coordinated
all the players and made sure all the
information was sent to the PMS.
Interested in seeing the Hotello and Ariane
Systems integration at work with your own
eyes? Head to Hotel Monville, and test the
self-service terminals for yourself.

LEARN MORE
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HOW TO MANAGE A HOTEL PARKING LOT
5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT HOTELS AND COMMERCIAL PAVING SERVICES
SUBMITTED BY

Whether you run a boutique motel or a
hotel franchise, parking lots greet your
guests before you do. They are the first
chance for your guests to experience your
brand of hospitality, and they are your last
chance to leave a lasting impression as
they head home. Here some tips from
Rose Paving Canada to help optimize
your parking to provide your guests a
seamless experience during their stay.

#2 Want more guests? Offer more
parking.
Simply put, bad parking accommodations
are bad for business. When there aren’t
enough parking spaces, or the available
spots are inconvenient and congested, it
can be a major point of frustration for
visitors and guests. If you have the space,
consider expanding your lot or building
another structure to offer more parking.

#1 Make a great first impression,
Make sure the check-in process is a
“smooth” one by caring for your guests’
safety and comfort from the instant they
pull onto your lot. Keep your parking
spaces clean, clearly painted and well
maintained. Ensure a great first
impression by scheduling preventative
parking lot maintenance.

#3 Limit liability. Get rid of potholes.
The last thing a hotel owner wants is
increased liability. Know your risks,
including what the potholes in your lot
mean for the health of your customers
and their automobiles. A rolled ankle here
or a flat tire there can add up to a lot of
risk. Don’t neglect the condition of your
parking structure.

#4 Put your guests first. Plan out your
work.
Loud and ongoing construction can turn
your customers’ dream vacations into
nightmares. Don’t let repairs and
maintenance overlap with your busiest
season: Plan ahead, check your calendar,
and make note of the slow times.
Construction is inevitable, but planning
around your busiest weeks will keep
congestion—and guest dissatisfaction—at a
low.
#5 Want happy guests? Don’t wake them
with construction!
How do you balance early start times with
sleeping guests? Communicate with your
paving manager to explain your needs,
including firm start and stop times, to be
respectful of your guests. This will help
your paving team plan out their days and

prioritize other projects for early morning
before cranking up the volume to take on
your parking structure.
The parking lot or structure is one of the
most-heavily traveled parts of your place
of business. Scheduling the right repair, at
the right time, is essential to keeping your
hotel open and running smoothly with
repeat business. Learn how Rose Paving
Canada can help prevent lot erosion and
damage, and keep your business
humming.
For more information, contact Andrew
Merrick at amerrick@rosepaving.ca.

LEARN MORE
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3 REASONS HOTELIERS LOVE
WORKING WITH METRO
WALLCOVERINGS
SUBMITTED BY

Novotel, Toronto. Digital Wallcovering.

Metro Wallcoverings is Canada’s leading
distributor of commercial and high end
wallcoverings, with showrooms across
Canada; Ontario, Montreal, Calgary and
Vancouver. With over 40 years of industry
experience combined with a seasoned
sales team, Metro Wallcoverings has the
knowledge and understanding of the
hospitality industry to best tailor any
design solution.
Among the many benefits of working with
Metro Wallcoverings, here are a few key
reasons why Hoteliers love working with us:
We’ll Help You Stand out!
In addition to the wide variety of
commercial wallcovering brands, Metro
Wallcoverings offers an unparalleled
product selection of decorative woods,

metals, fabrics, grasscloth, stone, and
digital wallcoverings – wall finishes
designed to create unforgettable spaces,
so you can set yourself a part from others.
Our Products are Versatile:
Wallcoverings are a unique way to make a
bold statement in any area, in any hotel, no
matter the size. Areas like lobbies,
elevators, rooms, bathrooms, corridors and
restaurants – they are suitable for any
application. Like the fashion industry,
trends change and there are always new
ways to make a statement, and
wallcoverings are no different. Metro
Wallcoverings is continuously collaborating
with new artists and brands to stay fresh,
innovative, and on trend. Where design
meets function.

Our Clients' Vision is our Inspiration:
Don’t have any idea where to begin? You
can visit us in person at one of our
showrooms to view our collections in its
entirety, or simply call us to ask any
question you may have. Our innovative
seasoned sales team is equipped with
product knowledge and years of
experience to find the best solution that
fits your needs – we are up for any
challenge. We offer custom design
capabilities with your involvement every
step along the way. Already have a
wallcovering you love? You can easily
request a sample on our website or by
contacting a sales consultant. The
possibilities are only as limited as the mind
itself. Let us help you turn your vision into a
reality.

Contact your local Metro Wallcoverings
consultant at 1.800.440.0911. Preview our
product lineup online:
metrowallcoverings.com

LEARN MORE
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CANADIAN HOTEL SUPPLY
SUBMITTED BY

Source: STRInc. Republication or Other Re-Use of this Data Without the Express Written Permission of STRis Strictly Prohibited.
* Figure shows RevPARstatisticsfor Newfoundland and Labrador

Continued strong market fundamentals
and availability of debt financing and
equity capital have led to stronger
supply pipelines in many markets
across the country. In comparing a
number of major markets, it is evident
that different factors are influencing
supply growth.
In Toronto, over 700 new hotel rooms
have recently been opened including
the new build 406-room Hotel X and
the 113-room Anndore House, formerly
a Comfort Inn. Looking forward, over
2,200 new rooms are expected to be
added over the 2018 to 2022 period.
The limited availability and affordability
of suitable development sites, and high
development costs have

limited the growth of stand-alone
developments in the downtown
market, with most new hotels being
constructed as part of a mixed-use
project or comprising a redevelopment
of an existing building.
The majority of new development is
occurring in the growing suburban
markets of the GTA.
In Vancouver, strong market
fundamentals and a healthy RevPAR
indicate significant potential for new
supply development; however, limited
availability of land and high costs of
construction have led to a slower
pipeline in this market. Similar to
Toronto, hotel developers must
compete against residential and
commercial developers to secure
desired sites.

In Greater Vancouver, there are over
1,600 rooms currently on the horizon,
including approximately 700 rooms
under construction, primarily in the
Richmond area.
In Calgary, a market heavily impacted
by the downturn in the oil sector, has
only recently begun to show signs of
improvement. However, strong growth
in supply is expected over the next few
years with over 2,700 new rooms in the
pipeline –the most of the four major
markets shown below. With only 38%of
the projected new supply in the
construction phase, it will be
interesting to see how many of the
proposed projects will proceed to
development. The Calgary Airport
submarket is expected to see the

largest influx of supply growth with
over 1,000 new rooms currently under
construction or proposed.
New supply development continues to
occur in St. John’s despite RevPAR
declines in recent years and a slow
return of the oil sector. In percentage
terms, the number of rooms in the
pipeline still outpaces that of
Vancouver. There are over 500 rooms
currently expected to open over the
next few years, of which 65% are
already under construction.

LEARN MORE
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1-STOP SHOPPING FOR CUSTOMMADE HOSPITALITY FURNISHINGS
SUBMITTED BY

Established in 2001, MATRIX Hospitality
Furniture is a 1-stop shop for custom-made
hospitality furnishings. With a dedicated
120,000 sq ft manufacturing facility, highly
skilled designers and craftsmen and an
expert fabrication team, MATRIX offers
peace of mind to owners of hospitality
units with the promise of excellent product
quality, short turn-around times and
extremely competitive prices!

MATRIX has a highly skilled design team
standing ready to bring your design vision
to life. Whether your challenge is to work
within a limited budget, source furniture
for a larger project or create custom
furniture, MATRIX designers will do their
best to present the most apt solutions that
math both your need and your budgets.
Please visit our ‘Contact Us’ page and send
us a short message spelling out what you
need, as well as your contact information,
and someone from our helpful sales team
will be in touch with you soon.

Whether you own an independent
hotel/motel (or a franchise), a retirement
home, a medical facility, a country club or
Call or email us and let us know your latest
resort or office lobbies and multi-family
homes, Matrix Hospitality Furniture has the furniture design challenge.
complete gamut of furnishing solutions for
you – from a single, accessible point.

LEARN MORE
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